Genetic and epidemiological risk factors for a malignant melanoma-predisposing phenotype: the great number of nevi.
Multiple genetic and epidemiological factors are involved in the etiology of cutaneous malignant melanoma. The phenotype defined by a great number of nevi (GNN) is consistently reported as being a major risk factor for melanoma and is likely to be under genetic control. As part of a large genetic and epidemiologic survey of melanoma in France, our goal was to understand the pattern of inheritance of GNN in 295 nuclear families ascertained through 295 melanoma probands. The GNN phenotype was defined as having 50 or more nevi vs. less than 50 nevi. Four percent of the 295 families included at least 2 GNN cases. We found that sun exposure during holidays and propensity to sunburns were significantly associated with GNN, independent of the occurrence of melanoma. Four segregation analyses of GNN were conducted, using the class D regressive logistic model, which differed according to the sampling procedure chosen (with and without the melanoma probands) and the inclusion or not of the significant risk factors. Three of these analyses led to the detection of a recessive-like major factor, which did not fit a Mendelian pattern of inheritance in two of them. Our results are discussed with respect to the low familial clustering of GNN, the type of analysis conducted, the characteristics of the model used, and the complexity of the mechanisms underlying the GNN phenotype.